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I. Organization and Attendance

1. The sixth meeting of the Regional Technical Committee for the Pan African

Development Information System (PADIS) took place at the Headquarters of the

Economic Commission for Africa (ECA) in Addis Ababa from 21-22 April 1993. The

meeting was opened by Mr. A.B. Tall, Officer in Charge of the Commission, on behalf

of Mr. Layashi Yaker, Under-Secretary-General of the United Nations and Executive

Secretary of the ECA.

2. The meeting was attended by the following members of the Committee: Algeria,

Ethiopia, Niger, the Organization of African Unity and the United Nations Develop

ment Programme (UNDP). Attending as observers were Guinea, the African Develop

ment Bank and the International Development Research Centre.

II. Opening

Opening of the meeting (agenda item 1)

3. In opening the meeting, the representative of the Executive Secretary who serves

as chairman ex officio of the Committee, pointed out that this meeting was being held

at an importantjuncture for both the Economic Commission for Africa and the Regional

Technical Committee itself. The United Nations Organisation as a whole was under

going an in-depth exercise of restructuring in order to make it more efficient and

productive to meet the challenges it faced. As part of this, the Regional Technical

Committee was being asked to re-examine its place within ECA structures. Restructur

ing also meant the possibility of decentralization of resources from Headquarters to

regional level, including resources for information systems' programmes. PADIS had

completed a process of re-examination to determine key points where it could intervene

to strengthen information capabilities in the Africa region and had proposed these for

consideration for funding in the United Nations programme budget for 1994-1995. The

support of the Committee for these proposals would be vital, he said. However, if

successful, their approval would signal the recognition by the United Nations of the

importance of information management issues in the Africa region.

Adoption of the agenda (agenda item two)

4. The following agenda was adopted:

1. Opening of the meeting

2. Adoption of the agenda

3. Report on PADIS activities since the fifth meeting of the Regional Technical

Committee for PADIS

4. Future of the Regional Technical Committee for PADIS

5. Report on PADIS projected activities 1993 and its work programme 1994-1995

in the context of the revised Medium-term plan for the period 1992-1997

6. Any other business
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7. Adoption of report

8. Closing

III. General Debate

Report on PADIS activities since the fifth meeting

of the Regional Technical Committee for PADIS (agenda item three)

5. The secretariat presented its report contained in document

ECA/PADIS/RTC/93/3 bearing the title of this agenda item. PADIS activities were

detailed in the delivery of training, advisory services and other forms of technical
co-operation, data base development, network building, user services, servicing of
legislative and other meetings, undertaking of studies and issuance of publications for
ECA member States, subregional and regional instituions and non-governmental

organizations. The Secretariat pointed out that the activities had been undertaken with

minimal resources. In addition to those activities spelled out in the paper, it was noted
that PADIS was increasingly being asked to assist secretariat users in database design
and development and in producing publications from computerized information.

6. Reports were presented from subregional centres in West and in East and South

ern Africa, the West African Development Information System (WADIS) and the East
and Southern African Development Information System (ESADIS), respectively. Both

reported problems with obsolete equipment which was expensive to maintain and
which they proposed replacing with microcomputer equipment. The Director of

WADIS thanked the Government of Niger for facilitating its work, especially through
the provision of staff from theUNDP national Indicative Planning Figure (IPF). Among

the achievements of WADIS was the delivery of computer training and advisory
services at national level as well as to international organization staff. In view of the
importance of information exchange to intergovernmental organizations in the subre-

gion, they were attempting to overcome difficulties in networking by adopting transi

tional strategies.

7. ESADIS had become operational in February 1993, following the secondment of

staff by the Government of Zambia and their subsequent training at ECA/PADIS.
ESADIS' equipment strategy was to use the mini-computer for national statistical

applications, while obtaining microcomputers for other uses. Although they were

experiencing initial problems in securing national support, they felt that these would
be overcome with increased exposure to the system.

8. PADIS was congratulated by the participants for its substantial accomplishments

during the period since the last meeting despite major resource limitations. In the
debate on this item, IDRC suggested that PADIS develop a more integrated approach
to its advisory services in order to be of greater and more sustained benefit to member
States. A necessary element in this should be cost recovery, by which users would need
to pay for information services. IDRC urged further that ECA work closely together
with OAU and UNDP on an integrated approach to developing information systems

and requested UNDP to involve ECA/PADIS in its global Sustainable Development
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Network (SDN). PADIS was also exhorted to do more in the area of publishing training

materials, using desktop publishing techniques and operating on cost recovery prin

ciples.

9. On the topic ofcost recovery, the secretariat reported that some users were already

paying for advisory services and training, and that others were attempting to find ways

to use UNDP national IPF's to finance information projects which would require

technical assistance from regional sources. It stated that it intended to do more in this

area in the future.

10. OAU reported that it was intending to increase its activities in informatics

specifically and in science and technology in general, and in these it would be happy

to work with PADIS. One area of activity would be the drawing up of an informatics

plan for Africa, following a resolution of the OAU Council of Ministers on this subject.

11. In response to reports of diminishing resources, UNDP explained that due to the

severity of its financial constraints, only some US$9 million was presently available for

regional projects under its fifth programming cycle. From the programmes that ECA

had presented to it, UNDP's priority for financing was regional co-operation and

integration. The meeting stressed the centrality of the information component to the

successful outcome of regional co-operation efforts. UNDP expressed its willingness to

assist ECA in locating other donors for worthy and well prepared projects.

Future of the Regional Technical Committee for PADIS (agenda item 4)

12. The secretariat presented document ECA/PADIS/RTC/93/5 on this agenda

item, outlining the ECA Secretariat's proposal for the reduction in the number of

statutory and legislative bodies reporting to the Conference of Ministers, following its

resolution 726 (XXVII) adopted in 1992. It was felt that streamlined and more effective

intergovernmental machinery would be able to respond better to the crucial and

changing needs of member States in the light of the restructuring exercise of the ECA

secretariat and the revised Medium-term Plan, as well as to utilise fully the multidis-

ciplinary advantages of the ECA.

13. The ECA secretariat's proposal suggested that functions of the Regional Technical

Committee be taken over by the Joint Conference of African Planners, Statisticians and

Demographers (JCPSD) and the Conference on Science and Technology.

14. In the debate on this item, reservations were expressed over the division of the

Committee's role and functions between two bodies, especially since the Conference

of Science and Technology had not yet been established. Consensus was reached to

support the transfer of the role and functions of the Regional Technical Committee to

a Committee of the JCPSD. The primary body dealing with development information

issues would then be the JCPSD.
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Report on FADIS projected activities 1993 and its work programme

1994-1995 in the context of the revised Medium-term plan for the period 1992-1997

(agenda item 5)

15. On this item the secretariat presented document ECA/PADIS/RTC/93/2. Acti

vities PADIS is to undertake in the currentbiennium under the ECAprogrammebudget

as well as those financed from external donors were described. It was pointed out that

while the former had been included in the programme budget, no resources had been

provided to carry them out. The externally financed projects included three from IDRC

and one from the Government of the Netherlands. For the 1994-1995 biennium, ECA

was supporting the request for four professional level and two local level posts in

information systems development, underSubprogramme 6 on Statistical and Informa

tion Systems Development as part of its programme budget submission that would be

considered by the ECA Conference of Ministers, then by the Economic and Social

Council, subsequently by the Committees of the General Assembly dealing with

programme and budgetary questions and finally in September 1993 by the General

Assembly.

16. The terminology of development information systems and the impact of the

restructuring exercise on ECA's subregional centres were also discussed. The need to

adopt alternative scenarios for the securing of funds in support of information systems

development was urged. In the undertaking of the project to study informatics policy

instruments in Africa, the need to include at least one lusophonic country was stressed.

Any Other Business (agenda item 6)

17. No other business was raised.

Adoption of the Report (agenda item 7)

18. The Committee adopted this report, as amended. It also adopted the following

resolution, whichappears in Section V, to be forwarded through the fourteenth meeting

of the Technical Preparatory Committee of the Whole to the Twenty-Eighth Session of

the ECA Conference of Ministers.

IV. Closing

Closing (agenda item 8)

19. The representative of the secretariat thanked IDRC for their support to PADIS;

the support UNDP had given to PADIS from 1980-1992 was gratefully acknowledged.

She welcomed OAU's new initiatives in informatics, and said that PADIS would be

happy to work with them in this area. Thanks were given to member States for their

participation and assistance; their support was exhorted for the passage of the 1994-

1995 ECA programme budget in information systems development through the con

cerned United Nations bodies.
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V. Resolution

Strengthening Development Information Systems

for regional co-operation and integration in Africa

The Conference of Ministers,

Concerned by the ever widening North-South gap in the flow of vital information

as well as in acquisition and utilization of information technology;

Concious of the importance of information in fostering African regional co-oper

ation and integration, in particular through strengthening of existing regional group

ings and the establishment of the African Economic Community;

Bearing in mind the need to establish data networks and data bases as specified in

the Treaty establishing the African Economic Community as well as the emphasis on

information technology delineated in the Lom6 IV Convention;

Recalling resolution 1992/51 of the Economic and Social Council;

Recalling also its resolutions 716 (XXVI) of 12 May 1991, 726 (XXVII) of 22 April

1992, and 732 (XXVII) of 22 April 1992;

Appreciative of the continuing support given by the International Development

Research Centre to the Pan African Development Information System's (PADIS) acti

vities to strengthen the information capabilities of member States;

Appreciative also of the support given by eleven member States for the submission

of the project "Information Technology for Africa" for further consideration by the

European Commission in the framework of the Lome" IV Convention;

Noting with satisfaction the performance of ECA's development information

system, PADIS, in the delivery of technical assistance to member States;

Noting with further satisfaction the proposals of the Executive Secretary to incor

porate the activities of PADIS into the programme budget of the ECA;

Bearing in mind the need to strengthen ECA's subregional development informa

tion centres as information support for subregional economic co-operation and inte

gration;

Noting with concern the decreasing availability of extrabudgetary resources for

implementation and utilization of development information systems and technology;

Further noting with concern the precarious financial situation of PADIS and the

need to end its reliance on extra-budgetary sources of funding,

Welcoming the intention of the Secretary-General of the United Nations to provide

adequate resources for mandated programmes in Africa, with special attention to those

in science and technology for development, in the preparation of his programme

budget proposals for the biennium 1994-1995;

1. Requests PADIS to build elements of cost recovery into its delivery of information

services and products;
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2. Urges member States, in order to receive further needed technical assistance in

information systems development:

a. To give priority to information systems development in the use of their

United Nations Development Programme Country Indicative Planning

Figures (IPFs);

b. To consider development information activities in their 1993 pledges to

the United Nations Trust Fund for African Development;

c. To use, where appropriate, the financial provision under the Lom£ IV

Convention for this purpose;

3. Urgently appeals to the donorcommunity to support ECA's activities to strengthen

development information capabilities in the African region;

4. Requests the ECA to continue its leadership role in the co-ordination of develop

ment information and technology to respond to Africa's pressing development

problems;

5. Also requests the Executive Secretary to seek additional resources for ECA's

subregional development information centres in the framework of the subpro-

gramme on statistical and information systems development;

6. Requests the General Assembly through the Economic and Social Council of the

United Nations to ensure the provision of four professional and two local level

posts as well as resources to permit the delivery of activities to ECA's subpro-

gramme on information systems development beginning with its 1994-1995 pro

gramme budget.
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Annex

List of participants

Members

1. Mr. ABANIABOUBACAR IBRAHIM

Embassy of the Republic of Niger

P.O.Box 5791

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Tel: +251 (1) 65-13-05

2. Mr. ATEF W. GHABRIAL

Chief of Science and Technology

Organization of African Unity (OAU)

P.O.Box 60236

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Tel:+251 {1)51-04-73

3. Mr. KEITH S. CHIPAKO

Deputy Director, East and Southern Africa

Development Information System

(ESADIS)

EGA, Lusaka

P.O.Box 31908

Lusaka, Zambia

Tel: +260 (1) 25-26-58

4. Mr. Glyn B. Zimba

Second Secretary

Embassy of Zambia

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Tel: +251 (1) 71-13-02

5. Ms. Boumaiza Faouzia

Department Chief

Ministry of Foreign Affaires

Algiers, Algeria

6. Mr. MAGRAMANE LOUNES

First Secretary

Embassy of the Republic of Algeria

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Tel: +251 (1) 65-23-00

7. Dr. MESHESHA GETAHUN

Team Leader

Ministry of Planning and

Economic Development

P.O.Box 1037

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Tel: +251 (1) 11-17-16

8. Ms. TEMBA M. BALDEH

Deputy United Nations Development

Programme Representative to

OAU and Deputy Chief, Liaison Office with

ECA

UNDP/Regional Liaison Office

P.O.Box 5580

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Tel: +251 (1) 51-59-19

Fax:+251 (1) 51-25-99

9. Mr. TEFERIKEBEDE

Acting Manager,

Science and Technology Commission

(ESTC)

National Information and Documentation

Centre

P.O.Box 2490

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Tel: +251 (1) 15-53-06

Fax: +251 (1) 51-88-29

10. Mr. TESHOME TEKLU

Senior Computer Programmer/Analyst

Central Statistical Authority

P.O.Box 1143

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Tel:+251 (1)55-30-11/277

Observers

11. Mr. ALAIN N'DIAYE

Division Chief,

African Development Bank (ADB)

P.O.Box V 316

Abidjan, C6te d'lvoire

Tel: +225 20-41-71

Fax: +255 23-717/23-498

12. DR. CECIL BLAKE

International Development Research Centre

(IDRQ

P.O.Box 62084

Nairobi, Kenya

Tel: +254 (2) 33-08-50

Fax: +254 (2) 21-45-83

13. Mr. IBRAHIMA SOUMAH

Embassy of the Republic of Guinea

P.O.Box 1190

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Tel: +251 (1) 65-13-08
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Secretariat

14. Mr. A. B. TALL, Officer-in-Charge

Economic Commission for Africa and

Chief, TACOO

P.O.Box 3001

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Tel: +251 (1) 51-72-00

Fax: +251 (1) 51-44-16

15. Ms. NANCY J. HAFKIN

Officer-in-Charge, PADIS

16. Mr. HERBERT E. GIRKES

Chief, Computerized Documentation

Section, PADIS

17. Mr. FRANCIS K. INGANJI

Training Programme Coordinator, PADIS

18. Mr.MAKANEFAYE

Information Programmes Development

Officer, PADIS

19. Mr.LISHANADAM

Project Officer, PADIS

20. Mr. TEFERA WOLDEYES

Senior Documentalist, PADIS

21. Mr.FREWDUBALE

Senior Documentalist, PADIS

22. Ms. ASRAT TADELLE

Senior Secretary, PADIS

23. Ms. SELOME KEBEDE

Messenger/Clerk, PADIS

24. Mr. B. AKPORODE CLARK

Director

ECA Niamey

25. Ms. VICTOIRE TANKOU

Statistics Division

26. Mr. ZADIURBAIN

Policy Planning and Coordination Office

27. Mr. FRANCOIS BEMBATOUM

Interpreter

P.O.Box 13163

Yaounde, Cameroon

28. Ms. HAFIDA KHELADI

Interpreter

Algiers, Algeria

29. Mr. MOMAR XHARY DIAUNE

Interpreter

P.O.Box 5138

Dakar, Senegal

Tel: +22113-04-56 or +221 25-70-14

Fax: +221 25-70-14


